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NRC-97-0083

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

References: Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
NRC License No. NPF-43,

Subject: American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Section XI Relief Reauest RR-AIS

Please find attached Relief Request RR-AIS, Reactor Vessel Pressure Retaining _
Boundary / Bolted Flange Connections Including Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Head,
Vent Line Flanges, and Main Steam Safety Relief Valve (SRV) Pilot Flanges. Relief
Request RR-AIS requests relief from performing a system leakage test at the nominal-

.

reactor coolant system pressure during the Fall 1997 Midcycle Outage.

Plant conditions expected during the Fall 1997 Midcycle Outage to remove failed fuel
bundle (s) and replace the Main Steam (SRV) Pilot Valves are different than normally
encountered during a scheduled Refueling Outage. Decay heat from a partially burned
core with a shutdown of only 11 days will be much higher than it would be after a full

fuel cycle with a Refueling Outage of greater than 30 days duration. The increased decay
heat poses safety as well as operational problems for performance of the required System
Leakage Test and visual (VT-2) examinations.

:

De'roit Edison requests that the NRC approve this Relief Request no later than October 8,
1997 such that sufficient time is available to make preparations to perform the required

- testing, currently scheduled for October 14,1997. /
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If you should have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Mr. Norman K.
Peterson, Director - Nucleu Licensing, at (313) 586-4258.

Sincerely,

Attachment
1

I cc: A. B. Beach

| G. A.11arris
M. J. Jordan
A. J. Kugler

l
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RELIEF REQUEST NUMBER RR-AIS

COMPONENT FUNCTION / DESCRIPTION: Reactor Vessel Pressure Retaining
Boundary / Bolted Flcnge Connections including Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Head
Flange, Vent Line Flanges, Main Steam Safety Relief Valve (SRV) Pilot Valve Flanges
and other Class 1 Flanges resulting from emergent work.

SYSTEM: B11, RPV and B21, Nuclear Boiler System

ASME CODE Cl ASS: Class I

l 4SME SECTION XI REOUIREMENTS: American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Section XI,1980 Edition including the Winter 1981 Addenda, Subsection lWB,

L Table IWB-2500-1, Category B-P, Item B15.10, requires a VT-2 examination be
performed during a system leakage test each refueling outage. Subsection IWA-5214 (e)
also requires the perfomiance of a system leakage test and associated VT-2 examination
afler disassembly and reassembly of mechanicaljoints for repair or replacement.

I Detroit Edison believes these paragraphs indicate that it is the intent of ASME Section XI
to require a system leakage test anytime an ASME Class 1 mechanicaljoint is
disassembled and reassembled to assure that the bolted connections disassembled during
the outage are leak tight following the maintenance activity. Detroit Edison further
believes this is a conservative interpretation of code requirements.

BASIS FOR RELIEF: Plant conditions expected during a Midcycle Outage in the Fall
of 1997, to replace leaking fuel bundle (s) and replace the Main Steam SRV Pilot Valves,
are different than normally encountered during a scheduled refueling outage. Decay heat

- from a partially burned core with a shut down of only 11 days will be significantly
higher than it would be following a normal refuel Outage where approximately one-third
of the 764 fuel assemblies are replaced. The decay heat rate is predicted to be greater
than three times that previously experienced during the shortest refuel outage at Fermi 2.
The anticipated excess decay heat present during this Midcycle Outage poses an undue
hardship to the safe and controlled performance of a code required system leakage test
and the associated VT-2 examinations.

.

Test Considerations: The system leakage test is performed with the vessel i.: a near
water solid condition such that any leakage would be in the form of water. The reactor
coolant boundary is pressurized by use of the Control Rod Drive Pumps with pressure
control achieved by regulating the Reactor Water Cleanup Blowdown path to the Main
Condenser. The limiting test initiation temperature required to meet Technical

( * Specification (TS) fracture prevention criteria is 163.8 F (TS 3/4.4.6) at the reactor vessel
flange with an associated system leakage test pressure of 1025 psig (nominal operating
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pressure). Ilistorically, the reactor coolant temperature required to achieve this metal

temprature has been approximately 185 F. This is very close to the bounding limit of
200 F for OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 (Cold Shutdown).

Decay IIcat Consideration.,: With the anticipated decay heat, the vessel coolant heat-up
rate is expected to be between 9.8"F and 10.3 F/hr. This results in a coolant temperature
limited test duration of approximately 1 1/2 hours. These conditions preclude safe
performance of the test prior to exceeding the TS OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4
temperature limit of 200 F beyond which OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 would be
entered. The operations staff has concluded through use of the simulator that controlled

pressurization, performance of visual examinations, and system restoration is expected to
take at least 21/2 hours.

Personnel Safety Considerations: The Fermi 2 plant was designed to allow
performance of required system leakage test in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4,
without the drywell head installed. Performing the test in OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 2 or 3 would require installation of the drywell head to establish primary
containment. Installing the drywell head creates a confined space above the drywell
bulkhead . The confined space (See attached figure) presents the following safety

i challenges to inspection personnel:

Accessibility - Access to this area is provided by a temporary 14 foot ladder( .
'

installed on top of the biological shield through one of two drywell bulkhead
access hatches. This also requires a strenuous climb from the bottom of the

drywell rather than descending from the refueling floor into the cavity.
inspectability - Clearances betweci. we vessel mirror insulation on the RPVa

head and the drywell head (approximately 3 feet) restricts the visual
examiners mobility for performance ofinspections.
Temperature - The ambient temperature with the drywell head installed, in the*

area ofinspection, is expected to be in excess of 130 F.

The confined space air temperatures combined with limited accessibility and restricted
inspection clearances create a hazardous work condition for inspection personnel
performing the subject inspections.

Technical Considerations: Plant Technical Specifications require primary containment
to be OPERABLE (drywell head installed and containment isolation s alves functioning)
if the reactor coolant temperature exceeds 200 F. Allowing the coolant temperature to
exceed 200 F would require that other plant systems such as Ifigh Pressure Coolant
Injection (IIPCI) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) to be operable. Performing
the ecst in this manner is not possible because the steam supply lines would be flooded
with water during the test, rendering these systems inoperable.
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If the test were to be performed in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 or 3 the ambient
-

temperature under the drywell head would be in excess of 140'F. The vessel metal #

temperature would exceed 220"F and any leakage would be in the form of steam.

Al,TERNATIVE EXAMINATION: Detroit Edison proposes performing the pressure
test and coincident VT-2 examination at a pressure of at least 750 psig. Perfomiing the
test at this pressure without the drywell head installed allows inspections to be perfonned
in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 as designed and eliminates the personnel safety
issues associated with performing the inspections with the drywell head installed. This
also provides for a much lower test initiation temperature of 132.2 F on .he RPV flange,
with an associated coolant temperature of approximately 153 F. The reduced reactor 4
coolant test initiation temperature would increase the temperature margin to
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 to approximately 47 F. As a result, the system

j leakage test (pressurization, inspection, and recovery) can be completed in a safe and
| controlled manner and eliminate the operator control challenges present in perfonning a
| 1025 psig pressure test. Testing can be completed without challenging the
| OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 limiting coolant temperature of 200 F. This precludes

the need to establish primary contsinment (having the drywell head installed) and would
alleviate HPCI and RCIC OPElmRILITY concems.

Performing the test at this reduced pressure would not be expected to significantly
influence visual leakage detection capabilities on flanged joints. When flanged joints do
leak, it is normally evident at pressures well below nominal operating pressure.
Typically, bolted llange joints are leak-tight providing the mating surfaces and gasket are
clean and free of damage and torquing is done in the proper sequence to a consistent
torque value. Gasket installation and torquing activities are procedurally controlled at
Fermi 2 to ensure satisfactory results.

In the unlikely event that any leakage occurs at increased pressure during startup or
operation, other detection capabilities exist to identify any such leakage. Technical
Specifications 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2, require the vessel flange leak detection system to be
operable and that total reactor coolant system leakage must still meet established

acceptance limits during plant operation. Additionally, temperature monitoring and
gaseous radioactivity monitoring capabilities are available to detect abnormal conditions

indicative ofleakage. Unidentified leakage has been less than 0.5 gallons per minute
throughout the present operating cycle and would not be expected to increase
significantly following the Midcycle Outage.

APPLICABLE TIME PERIOD: Reliefis requested for one time performance during
the Fall 1997 Midcycle Outage.
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